
TASCAM TM-95GN Desktop Gooseneck Condenser Microphone/50Hz to 16000Hz

Perfect for Podium or Podcast, the TM-95GN microphone uses a condenser microphone element known for its ability to capture the subtle nuances of speech.

Unlike dynamic microphones often used in stage performances, the TM-95GN features a lightweight diaphragm housed in a custom capsule to deliver incredible

audio fideity along with rejection of unwanted off-axis sound.

One way to improve the experience of viewers watching live streaming online is to ensure you're podcasting with a clear and high-quality audio. To improve your

audio sound, the quality of your microphone is just as important as other audio gears you choose for sound improvement.

Clearly capturing the voice of show hosts and guests is an important task for a quality talk show - viewers aren't likely to keep watching a show when they can't

hear speakers clearly. The TM-95GN is an easy-setup condenser microphone that comes with its own mic stand and its gooseneck allows the mic to  be easily

positioned and adjusted for use by the host or the main guest.

The TM-95GN can also be used in seminars and meetings. It should be connected to a mixer or a MiNiSTUDIO model for phantom power supply. If phantom

power isn't available, it can be also powered by dry battery.

Use an easy setup gooseneck microphone for your talk show!

For every podcast channels and podcasters

Most podcast programs feature hosts and guests. and viewers' satisfaction is determined by how clearly these voices are captured. Setting your show with a

TM-95GN will enable you to podcast with a clear and nice sound quality for your viewers. Even during the camera-shooting, the presence of a genuine gooseneck

microphone will only make your show look better.

Inviting guests to go live

Use the TM-95GN alongside a boundary microphone TM-90BM to podcast a professional talk show. Set TM-90BM mic for your guests and TM-95GN for the

hosts. Using an audio interface such as MiNiSTUDIO CREATOR US-42 that comes with at least two XLR connectors to connect all microphones. This way, it

could create a high-quality talk show with clear voices and fascenatiing conversation with your guests.

Used in conference, seminars and other business scenes

The TM-95GN is the best choice not only for podcasting, but also for regular seminars and meetings. Gooseneck type of microphone is very easy to set up that

you wouldn't need a sound engineer to install for you. As it is a condenser-type microphone, it responses a clear sound which could be easily heard by guests.

Dual Gooseneck Design for Easy Positioning

Gooseneck for easy mic-positioning The TM-95GN features two goosenecks between the microphone and its stand. This allows users to move the mic around

freely and position it as needed, so it can be easily set up for a particular speaker without use of an additional mic stand.

Comes Complete with Microphone, Base and Custom XLR Cable

Sound is output through the XLR connector on the back of the microphone stand. The TM-95GN comes with its own XLR microphone cable so it is ready for use

straight out of the box. Use these microphone cables to connect it to sound equipment such as one of the MiNiSTUDIO series models.

While stands are sold separately for typical industry gooseneck microphones, the TM-95GN comes with a dedicated stand which is incredibly stable and features

its own ON/OFF switch. Easily power the microphone on and off straight from the stand. Simply switching the mic off when no-one is talking will prevent any

unnecessary noise from being recorded.

Includes Custom Pop Windscreen

To avoid unwanted plosives and sibilance in close mic applications, the TM-95GN includes a custom fitted windscreen.

7.8 ft. (2.4m) patch cable included

Sound is output through the XLR connector on the back of the microphone stand. The TM-95GN comes with its own XLR microphone cable so it is ready for use

straight out of the box. Use these microphone cables to connect it to sound equipment such as one of the MiNiSTUDIO series models.

Features

• Back-electret condenser microphone

• Cardioid (Unidirectional)

• 48V phantom power supply

• Includes windscreen

• Includes custom table stand with switch

• Includes microphone patch cable(XLR-XLR■7.8 ft. / 2.4 m)
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